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We present the lattice QCD calculation of inclusive semileptonic Bs-meson decays. We follow
a recently proposed method, which is based on the extraction of smeared spectral densities from
Euclidean correlation functions and on the numerical reconstruction of the integration kernel
relevant for the inclusive decay rate calculation. We compute four-point Euclidean correlation
functions using JLQCD and ETM gauge ensembles with unphysically light b-quark masses, and
apply two different methods for the integration kernel reconstruction. Finally, we show that the
lattice results obtained in this work are in good agreement with the analytic predictions of the
operator-product-expansion. This opens the path for a future full lattice QCD calculation to be
used as theoretical input for the determination of the magnitude of the CKM element Vcb .
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1. Introduction

The study of the semileptonic decays of heavy mesons is an important and active area of
research since their decay rates are proportional to the modulus squared of the elements of the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix [1, 2]. The CKMmatrix is a complex unitary
matrix in the StandardModel (SM) and the precise determination of its elements is very important in
order to validate the SM, as any deviation from unitarity would suggest the effect of new physics. For
this reason, one of the main goals of flavour physics is to overconstrain the CKM elements in order
to check for any such deviations. At the moment, one of the most persistent tensions is the ' 3σ
discrepancy between exclusive and inclusive determinations of the magnitude of Vcb [3, 4]. The
determination of CKMelements is not easy as they cannot be simply calculated from theory, instead,
one has to combine experimental measurements with theoretical non-perturbative calculations.

Lattice QCD has been extremely successful in providing precise and systematically improvable
calculations for the form factors of exclusive semileptonic decays [7], while computations of inclu-
sive quantities relied on the analytic method known as the Operator Product Expansion (OPE) [5, 6].
In this contribution we present our latest work [8], regarding one of the first studies of inclusive
semileptonic decays of heavy mesons using lattice QCD. This work is based on recently proposed
methods [9, 10] which allow for a complete first-principle computation of inclusive semileptonic
decay rates starting from Euclidean correlation functions obtained from lattice simulations. Al-
though it is still a preliminary exploratory study, our results obtained from the lattice show a good
agreement with the analytic predictions of the OPE, making us optimistic for a future full lattice
study. A complete lattice computation of inclusive decays would be an important step towards a
better understanding of the Vcb problem.

2. Theoretical framework

We follow the formalism outlined in ref. [10], in which we consider the semileptonic decay of
a Bs meson into a pair of massless leptons l ν̄ and to charmed final states Xc. Working in the Bs

meson rest frame, we define the differential decay rate as

dΓ
dq2dq0dE`

=
G2

F |Vcb |
2

8π3 LµνWµν, (1)

where Lµν is the leptonic tensor and Wµν is the hadronic tensor. The latter can be written in its
spectral representation

Wµν(ω, q) =
(2π)3

2mB
〈B̄(0)|J†µ(0)δ(Ĥ − ω)δ3(P̂ + q)Jν(0)|B̄(0)〉, (2)

where Ĥ is the QCDHamiltonian and P̂ is the momentum operator, while Jµ is the flavour changing
current.

The hadronic tensor can be decomposed into Lorentz-invariant structure functions Z (l)(ω, q2),
such that after integrating over the lepton energy El the differential decay rate can be rewritten as

dΓ
dq2 =

G2
F |Vcb |

2

24π3 |q |

2∑
l=0

(√
q2

)2−l
Z (l)(q2), (3)
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the four-point Euclidean correlation function defined in eq. (5)

where ω is the energy of the final meson state in the rest frame of the Bs meson and Z (l)(q2) is the
integral over phase space of the structure functions Z (l)(ω, q2) regulated by the integration kernel
Θl(ωmax − ω):

Z (l)(q2) =

∫ ∞

0
dωΘl(ωmax − ω)Z (l)(ω, q2). (4)

Equation (4) plays a central role in our effort to calculate the differential decay rate showed in
eq. (3). For this reason, this work focuses on calculating this object using Euclidean correlators
computed in lattice QCD simulations.

3. Lattice computation

The first step towards a lattice calculation of the inclusive semileptonic decay rate is to make a
connection between the hadronic tensor in eq. (2) and an appropriate Euclidean correlation function.
Indeed, while two- and three-point correlation functions are sufficient for accessing the ground state
of a particle, required for exclusive calculations, they cannot access the full spectrum of charmed
final states, which can instead be achieved by four-point correlation functions as showed in ref. [10].
The four-point correlator can be written explicitly as

Cµν(tsnk, t2, t1, tsrc; q) =
∫

d3x eiq ·x T 〈0| φ̃Bs (0; tsnk)J†µ(x; t2)Jν(0; t1)φ̃
†

Bs
(0; tsrc) |0〉, (5)

where the two currents are sandwiched between the Bs meson states.
The Euclidean correlator is saturated by the matrix element

Mµν(t; q) = e−mB t

∫
d3x

eiq ·x

2mB
〈B̄(0)|J†µ(x,t)Jν(0,0)|B̄(0)〉, (6)

which can be shown, after a few lines of algebra, to be equal to the integral over the hadronic tensor,

Mµν(t; q) =
∫ ∞

0
dωWµν(ω, q) e−ωt . (7)

In our analysis we focus on the contribution to the correlator between t1 and t2, in which the
multi-particle states of the spectrum propagate. We also write a linear combination of the Euclidean

3
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L3 × T Ncnf g a ( f m)
323 × 64 150 0.0815(30)

aµl aµσ aµδ mπ (MeV)
0.0025 0.135 0.170 375(13)

L3 × T × Ls Ncnf g a ( f m)
483 × 96 × 8 100 0.055

amud ams mπ(MeV)
0.0042 0.0025 300(1)

Table 1: Gauge ensemble details for the ETM (left) and JLQCD (right) collaborations. The number of
dynamical quarks is Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 in ETMC case and Nf = 2 + 1 in JLQCD case. In the Twisted Mass
simulation, aµσ and aµδ are heavy doublet parameters related to the strange- and charm-quark masses.

correlator in terms of the hadronic-tensor components Z (l)(ω, q) as

G(l)(aτ; q) =
∫ ∞

0
dωZ (l)(ω, q2)e−ωaτ, (8)

where we expressed the Euclidean time in units of the lattice spacing (denoted by a) as aτ.
In our work we used two gauge ensembles generated by the JLQCD collaboration [11, 12] and

by the ETM collaboration [13–18], which use Domain Wall fermions and Twisted-Mass Wilson
fermions respectively. In the lattice simulations neither collaboration is able to accommodate a
relativistic b quark with its physical mass. As a consequence, our results are obtained with an
unphysically light Bs meson. In table 1 the details of the gauge configurations are summarised.
Further details about the ensembles can be found in ref. [8] and references therein.

4. Kernel reconstruction

In order to compute the differential decay rate one has to extract the hadronic spectral density
from Euclidean correlators, which is an ill-posed inverse problem and therefore needs to be tackled
with appropriate numerical methods. In this work we apply two methods, one based on Chebyshev
polynomials [19] and another one based on the variant of the Backus-Gilbert method proposed in
ref. [20], which are applied respectively to the JLQCD ensemble and the ETMC ensemble. The
first step in both methods is to use the fact that any smooth function f (ω) can be approximated
numerically by a series of polynomials

f (ω) =
∞∑
τ

gτe−aωτ, (9)

so that eq. (8) can be rewritten as

∞∑
τ

gτG(l)(aτ; q) =
∫ ∞

0
dωZ (l)(ω; q2) f (ω) . (10)

One can then notice how the term on the r.h.s. of the above equation is analogous to the expression in
eq. (4), if the kernelΘl(ωmax−ω) is substituted with f (ω). However, since the kernelΘl(ωmax−ω)

is defined in terms of a step-function which, by definition, is not a smooth function, one cannot
perform the substitution straightforwardly. This problem can be solved introducing a smeared
version of the step function θσ which in turns defines a smeared integration kernel Θl

σ(ωmax − ω)

4
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that is sufficiently smooth such that it can be reconstructed with a series of polynomials

Θ
l
σ(ωmax − ω) = (ωmax − ω)

lθσ(ωmax − ω) = ml
Bs

∞∑
τ

gτ(ωmax;σ)e−aωτ . (11)

This final step allows us to write eq. (4) in terms of products of the Euclidean correlator and the
coefficients of the smeared kernel:

Z (l)σ (q
2) =

∞∑
τ

gτ(ωmax;σ)G(l)(aτ; q) . (12)

It is important to notice that eq. (12) is not the same quantity showed in eq. (4) because it is
defined in terms of a smeared kernel and therefore cannot be used to compute the differential decay
rate. Moreover, hadronic spectral densities, and therefore also the structure functions Z (l)(ω, q2),
contained in the definition of the G(l) correlators are computed in a finite volume and as a conse-
quence have a discrete energy spectrum, and therefore cannot be directly associated with physical
observables.

4.1 The HLT algorithm

In the above section we discussed how one of the key ingredients for the calculation of eq. (4)
are the smeared kernel coefficients gτ . In this section we briefly review the method proposed in
ref. [20] and we direct the reader interested in the Chebyshev method to ref. [19, 21].

In the method of ref. [20], the coefficients gτ are obtained by minimising the functional

Wλ[g] = (1 − λ)
A[g]
A[0]

+ λB[g] (13)

where the A[g] and B[g] functionals are given by

A[g] = a
∫ ∞

E0

dω

{
Θ
l(ωmax − ω) −

τmax∑
τ=1

gτ e−aωτ
}2

, B[g] =
τmax∑
τ,τ′=1

gτgτ′
Cov [G(aτ),G(aτ′)]

[G(0)]2
.

(14)

The parameter λ is a trade-off parameter which regulates the minimisation procedure between the
A[g] and B[g] functionals. The functional A[g] is the reconstruction bias which, in the absence
of errors, after the minimisation procedure gives the best polynomial approximation of the kernel
Θl(ωmax − ω). However, considering that lattice data always have an associated statistical error,
what happens is that minimising the A[g] functional for small σ results in huge values of the
coefficients gτ . This is an effect related to the fact that we are dealing with an ill-posed numerical
problem. The introduction of the B[g] functional together with the parameter λ solves this problem
by extending the minimisation procedure to the statistical variance at the expense of a perfect kernel
reconstruction. The coefficients gλτ that minimise W[g] will then be a particular balance between
the systematic and statistical errors, influenced by the λ parameter. Following the procedure of
ref. [20], the optimal value of λ is obtained by finding the maximum of the functional W[g] as a
function of λ, finding λ?. One can appreciate the role of λ in balancing the statistical and systematic
errors in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Integral Z̄ (0)σ (q) of the hadronic correlator with three kernels, plotted as a function of A[gλ]/A[0].
No significant difference is observed within the statistical errors for values A[gλ]/A[0] smaller than
A[gλ?]/A[0].

5. Lattice results and comparison with the OPE

Having found the values of the gτ coefficients, either with the method of ref. [19] or that of
ref. [20], one is then able to compute eq. (12). As discussed in section 4, the quantity calculated in
eq. (12) cannot be used to compute any physical observable. In order to make a connection between
Z (l)σ and the corresponding physical quantity one has to first perform the infinite-volume limit and
only then take the σ → 0 limit:

Z (l)(q2) = lim
σ→0

(
lim
V→∞

)
ml

Bs

∞∑
τ

gτ(ω, σ)G(l)(aτ; q) . (15)

This is because the study of the infinite-volume limit of smeared spectral densities is well-defined
only for fixed smearing functions and therefore the two limits do not commute. However, due
to the exploratory nature of this work, we restricted our analysis only to one physical volume for
each configuration ensemble, so that a V → ∞ extrapolation was not possible. This choice can
be justified by the fact that our present statistical uncertainties are likely larger than finite-volume
effects; we plan to investigate these effects more thoroughly in future work with simulations in
multiple volumes. Figure 3 shows the σ → 0 limit taken with three smeared kernels.

After taking the σ → 0 limit, the Z (l)(q) can be used to compute the differential decay rate
as shown in eq. (3). The lattice results obtained using the JLQCD and ETM ensembles cannot be
compared with each other since they use different quark masses in their simulations. However, both
of them can be compared with the analytic predictions from the OPE. As shown in figure 4, the
agreement between the OPE curve (in blue) and the lattice data (in red) is very good, for both the
JLQCD and the ETM ensembles.

One can then obtain the inclusive decay rate by performing the integration over q. In table 2
we show the final results obtained using the JLQCD and ETM ensembles compared with the OPE
predictions. We also show the results of the first lepton energy moment 〈El〉 and the first hadronic
mass moment 〈M2

X〉. What can be concluded from this comparison is that the lattice data show a
good agreement with the OPE curves, especially at low q and the final results are compatible within
the uncertainties.

These findings provide an important and non-trivial test of the method used in this work,
making us optimistic about the possibility of soon having a full lattice QCD computation of

6
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Figure 3: Combined σ → 0 extrapolation of Z0
σ employing 10 values of σ ∈ [0.12mBs , 0.3mBs ] and using

the smallest 5 to perform the fit.

JLQCD OPE
Γ/|V2

cb
| × 1013 (GeV) 4.46(21) 5.7(9)
〈E`〉 (GeV) 0.650(40) 0.626(36)
〈M2

X〉 (GeV
2) 3.75(31) 4.22(30)

ETMC OPE
0.987(60) 1.20(46)
0.491(15) 0.441(43)
3.62(14) 4.32(56)

Table 2: Total widths and moments.

inclusive semileptonic decays, at a level of precision competitive with those from the OPE. This
will certainly give a big contribution towards a more precise inclusive determination of |Vcb |, which
will hopefully clarify the origin of the current 3σ tension between the inclusive and exclusive
determination of this quantity. Another reason why a full inclusive lattice QCD computation is
important is the possibility of testing the quark-hadron duality on which the OPE is based, by
comparing calculations of the same physical observable with both methods.

6. Conclusions

We presented our recent study of the inclusive semileptonic decay of the Bs meson from lattice
QCD [8], which is based on the strategy proposed in ref. [10]. As we discussed, our calculation
is based on the numerical reconstruction of the integration kernel that regulates the integral over
phase space of the structure functions contributing to the hadronic tensor. We computed four-point
Euclidean correlation functions which were obtained from two different gauge ensembles, based on
different discretisation schemes for both gauge and quark fields and at b-quark masses lighter than
in nature. We used two different methods for the kernel reconstructions, which were applied to the
correlation functions in order to obtain an inclusive calculation of the semileptonic decay rate. The
results that we obtained are consistent and can be successfully compared with analytic predictions
from the OPE approach. This opens the path for systematic ab initio non-perturbative studies of
inclusive decays on the lattice, which hopefully will help solve the Vcb puzzle.

7
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Figure 4: Differential q2 spectrum, divided by |q |, in the SM. Comparison of OPE predictions with lattice
QCD results from the JLQCD (top panel) and ETM (bottom panel) ensembles are shown.
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